Terms and Conditions

“Promotion for Business Banking Clients Opening Investment Accounts with Standard Chartered” Campaign

“Promotion for Business Banking Clients Opening Investment Accounts with Standard Chartered” Campaign (the “Campaign”) is applicable for new-to-bank Business Banking clients of Standard Chartered Bank (Vietnam) Limited (the “Bank”).

1. **Program period and location**
   From 1 April 2019 to 31 December 2019, both days inclusive (the “Campaign Period”).
   The Campaign shall be promoted in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi City during Campaign Period.

2. **Eligible Customers**
   All new Business Banking clients opening investment accounts with the Bank. Hereinafter referred to as “Clients”.

3. **Applicable Products & Currency:**
   (i) Product: investment capital accounts for enterprises including Direct Investment Capital Account and Indirect Investment Capital Account.
   (ii) Currency: All applicable currency

4. **Campaign Details**
   During the Campaign Period, Clients successfully opening investment accounts with the Bank and having transactions as per The Campaign’s Terms and Conditions shall be rewarded by Nguyen Kim gift vouchers valued at VND 5,000,000 when opening investment capital accounts with at the Bank.

5. **Other Term and Conditions**
   5.1 Vouchers will be rewarded to the legal representative or authorized representative of the Clients after the investment capital accounts have been successfully opened at the Bank.
   5.2 Clients must successfully open investment accounts with Standard Chartered to be qualified for the Campaign.
   5.3 Within 3 months from the account opening date, the investment accounts with Standard Chartered need to have at least 1 transaction with minimum amount of VND10,000,000 or equivalent in other currencies.
   5.4 The reward is non-refundable or non-exchangeable for cash or other reward items from the Bank.
   5.5 These Terms and Conditions are made in English and Vietnamese. In case of any inconsistency between English and Vietnamese versions, the Vietnamese version shall prevail.
   5.6 Standard Terms and Conditions, Account Terms and Conditions and any other relevant terms and conditions of the Bank (as amended, supplemented and/or replaced from time to time) shall be applied.
   5.7 By participating in the Campaign, Clients by default accept all Terms and Condition of the Campaign
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